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Lesson 56

49

Make more compound words. Use the first part of spelling words to combine with these words.

\\\\\\\\\\\\
robe

\\\\\\\\\\\\
paste man

\\\\\\\\\\\\

Alphabetize the words in each box.

toothbrush
mushroom
cupcake
goldfish
mailbox
fireplace
shoestring
flashlight
sailboat
bobcat
haircut
drumstick
butterfly
bathtub

toothbrush
mushroom
cupcake
goldfish
mailbox
fireplace
shoestring
flashlight
sailboat
bobcat
haircut
drumstick
butterfly
bathtub

Word List

\\\\\\\\\\\\5

\\\\\\\\\\\\2

\\\\\\\\\\\\3

\\\\\\\\\\\\4

\\\\\\\\\\\\6

\\\\\\\\\\\\7

\\\\\\\\\\\\8

\\\\\\\\\\\\1

cupcake   goldfish   fireplace   flashlight
bobcat   drumstick   butterfly   bathtub

\\\\\\\\\\\\4

\\\\\\\\\\\\2

\\\\\\\\\\\\3

\\\\\\\\\\\\5

\\\\\\\\\\\\6

\\\\\\\\\\\\1

toothbrush   mushroom   mailbox
shoestring   sailboat   haircut
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Lesson 57

50

Fit all the spelling words into the grid. Start with the clue space.

toothbrush  mushroom  cupcake  goldfish  mailbox  fireplace  shoestring
flashlight  sailboat  bobcat  haircut  drumstick  butterfly  bathtub

Write spelling words to complete the sentences.

1. The \\\\\\\\\\\\\\ swam in the bowl.

2. We put fudge icing on the \\\\\\\\\\\\\\.

3. I put the letter in the \\\\\\\\\\\\\\.

4. You need to tie your \\\\\\\\\\\\\\.

5. The \\\\\\\\\\\\\\ fluttered by.

e
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Lesson 58

51

1. toothbrush
2. mushroom
3. cupcake
4. goldfish
5. mailbox
6. fireplace
7. shoestring
8. flashlight
9. sailboat

10. bobcat
11. haircut
12. drumstick
13. butterfly
14. bathtub

What spelling words can make the small words?
Write their numbers on the lines.

dog \\\

Proofread the sentences. Circle the misspelled words and write them correctly on the lines.
Add a punctuation mark at the end of each sentence.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
The bobbcat tried to steal the goldfich

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
I left the fashlight on the saleboat

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Did a buterfly land on the mialbox

sit \\\ \\\ \\\ \\\lamb \\\

blue \\\ bat \\\ \\\ \\\rush \\\ \\\
boa \\\ \\\ \\\ fail \\\ \\\ sum \\\ \\\

pack \\\ shoo \\\ \\\ fig \\\ \\\ leaf \\\
hit \\\ \\\ \\\ ace \\\ \\\ sail \\\ \\\

cat \\\ \\\tub \\\ \\\ \\\ hog \\\ \\\
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Lesson 59

52

A cut that doesn’t hurt

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Put wood in it

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Use the clues to find the spelling words. A list is in the box.

It swims all the time.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

It has wings.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

It’s a box on a post.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

A chicken leg

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Put a paste on it

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Use it in the dark

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Ride on the water in this

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
It keeps shoes on feet.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Fill it with water and suds

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

It’s topped with frosting.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

It has fur.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

It’s a pizza topping.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

toothbrush   mushroom   cupcake   goldfish   mailbox
fireplace   shoestring   flashlight   sailboat   bobcat

haircut   drumstick   butterfly   bathtub


